
Nicole Middendorf

Over 20 years as Business Owner
Author of 5 published books
National award winner since
2003
Multiple Professional
memberships
Contributing columnist to
several publications
Founder of the Nicole Middendorf
Foundation
Creator of the Live it List

Nicole is a knowledge junkie, a mentor, and a born coach. She is
an entrepreneur who has run her own business since 2003. Nicole
is the author of five books, and the mother of two phenomenal
children. She is also a world traveler, a philanthropist, and an
accomplished public speaker. As a speaker Nicole shares a real-
life perspective on life and happiness with audiences across the
country. Her primary goal is to inspire others to make real change
in their lives by taking complicated things and making them easy
to understand and giving actionable items to make change.

-Kelly

Give me one person and I can help them invest, but give me an audience and I
can provide tactical information that can directly impact change in their future. 

 -Nicole Middendorf

Taking the Stage

Nicole loves to work hard to empower individuals to make crucial, positive changes in
their own lives. 

Highlights

LIVE LIFE TO THE FULLEST
sTAND STRONG
hEAlthy relationships
Unstoppable
How to become a million dollar
producer in 5 YEARS
marketing FOR mILLION DOLLAR GROWTH

Raving Fans

As Seen In

"Nicole missed her calling, she should have been a news anchor. Nicole talks in sound bites
that are relevant and to the point. That is why she is a go-to for news producers. "

Joe Schmit KSTP ANCHOR

"I believe Nicole to be a dynamic and engaging professional who thrives at the opportunity to
share her wealth of knowledge. She is full of energy and a pleasure to work with." 

"With so many voices clamoring to be heard in the financial services industry, Nicole has always
been the voice of reason and intellect and for me a must hear."

Guy Adami CNBC

I LOVE HOW HONEST AND REAL
YOUR PRESENTATION WAS

Heartfelt and authentic

LOVE IT! very INFOMATIVE WHILE FUN &
CONVERSATIONAL 

-Christine
-Brittany

NICOLEMIDDENDORF.COMhELLO@NICOLEMIDDENDORF.COM 612.360.4355

Tyrone Cartert FORMER nfl player & 2 time super bowl champ 

sPEAKER


